Big Air-auxiliary Road Marking Machine
◆ 1. Engine: 42HP water-cooled electrical starting diesel engine with four-stroke in-line that is environ mental protection with low noise. The fuel tank
capacity is 60L.
◆2. Driving speed: Imported oil pressurized continuously variable speed transmission system (HTS) with automatic brake device that can freely go ahead,
back off and stop. The left and right back wheels are equipped with a differential speed gearing to ensure it to drive freely around the curve and change
directions timely. Driving speed: 0-22km/h, maximum climbing capacity: 15°.
◆3. Air compressor: 3m3/min displacement piston air pump.
◆4. Paint tank: Single equipped with pressurized two-room paint tank with internal horizontal vane stirring device. The inside filter screen in the feeding
port can effectively remove the impurities in the paint. The capacity is 500kg.
◆5. Spray gun: Equipped with three new type pneumatic low-pressure atomized air spray guns and another manual spray gun with lengthening pipe to
spray special signs like arrows, characters. The spray width is 100-600mm.
◆6.Available paint: Applying to cold solvent and water-based paints.
◆7.Glass beads spraying system: The originally equipped glass beads spraying system has the options of single spray gun, double spray guns or more
guns to spray glass beads; Single or double glass beads spraying guns can be equipped on the left or right that can freely adjust its pressure, flowrate and
spray width to ensure the spraying glass beads firmer, evener and more economical.
◆8.Glass beads bin: Single bin (double bins) with windows to check the quantity of glass beads timely. The capacity of single bin is 150kg.
◆9.Chassis: A firm welded, four-wheel structure with a 520mm inflatable pressure-proof wheel. The operators can operate the machine sitting on the left
or right and use the hydraulic steering to freely control directions. The stable brake system makes the driving more secure.
◆10. Control system: Equipped with KZ300 PLC micro-electronic control system that can freely set the line types such as single or double continuous
line and all kinds of broken lines. And the following functions can also be equipped according to the users' needs: paint volume measuring, line length and
area measuring and line thickness reminding to make the marking operation convenient and fast.
◆ 11.Gun bracket: The pneumatic control gun bracket has the equal distance to the road surface which is matched with running wheel and receiving
groove, free to up and down.
◆12.Pre-marking system: The pre-marking system is synchronous with the spraying work, which greatly improves the construction efficiency.
◆13.Size & Weight: 3500mm (L) x1480mm (W) x1650mm (H) (excluding the sunshade). 2020kg.

1.Option for special trailer chassis, convenient for
transportation.
2.Option for portable hand-push road marking machine
to mark special markings, such as pedestrian, parking and
lane marking.
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If you are interested in this product, please visit our website: www.dyroad.cn or email to us: machine@dayucn.biz

